TO ALL DISTRIBUTORS, DEALERS AND FIELD ENGINEERS:

SUBJECT: INSTALLATION OF 3-BRUSH TYPE GENERATOR IN TRACTORS EQUIPPED WITH 2-BRUSH TYPE GENERATOR.

INSTALLATION OF #9N-10505-B CUT-OUT ASSEMBLY ON TRACTORS EQUIPPED WITH #9N-10505-A GENERATOR VOLTAGE REGULATOR.

INSTALLATION OF #9N-10850-B AMMETER ASSEMBLY IN PLACE OF #9N-10850-A AMMETER ASSEMBLY.

The 2-BRUSH TYPE GENERATOR is no longer supplied for service. When necessary to make replacement of the complete generator, the 3-BRUSH TYPE Generator, Part #9N-10000-B, may be installed by following the procedure incorporated in the attached sketch. First, install the generator; then cut off the black wire with the white tracer that leads to the generator. This should be cut close to the loom to avoid possible contact with any other metal.

On tractors where the 2-BRUSH TYPE GENERATOR has been replaced by the 3-BRUSH Type, and it is later found necessary to replace the VOLTAGE REGULATOR #9N-10505-A, the CUT-OUT ASSEMBLY #9N-10505-B may be installed by using a SMALL ADAPTOR PLATE #9N-10597, along with (2) #33798-57 NUTS, (2) #84806-57 Lock WASHERS, and (2) #20311-57 BOLTS. To make the necessary hook-up, cut the black wire with the white tracer at the cut-out end near the loom, connecting the remaining two wires in accordance with the sketch.

PART #9N-10850-A AMMETER ASSEMBLY, with which the first 4000 tractors were equipped, is no longer supplied in service, and where replacement of such assembly is necessary, Part #9N-10850-B Ammeter Assembly may be installed by following the procedure incorporated in the attached sketch.

As there are no terminal posts on the back of the "B" TYPE AMMETER, it is necessary that the yellow wire, and black wire, with yellow tracer, be looped through the "U" shaped bracket on the back of the Ammeter and connecting these two wires with one each of Part #27058-57 BOLT, #34803-57 WASHER, and #34079-57 NUT. Then tape the terminal well with friction tape to avoid any possible contact with other metal surfaces.

Yours very truly,
FERGUSON-SHERMAN MFG. CORP.

C. C. WRIGHT
SERVICE & PARTS MGR.
Note: This connection to be taped tightly (after bolting together) with at least 8 layers of friction tape.

To install 9N108506 ammeter (with loop) terminal on yellow 12 GA wire should be bent "U" shape to pass thru loop.

2-20311 S7 or 8 bolts, 2-84566 S7 or 8 L. Wshrs, 2-33798 S7 or 8 nuts.

Installation of 3-brush generator 9N-3500B ammeter & cutout for service only.